Your personal guide to who we are, where we’re going and
how good people can develop a rewarding career at Citrus-Lime.

“I believe that a consistent team of engaged people leads to
growth and success for everyone. This is what I strive for.”
N E I L McQ UI LLAN • C EO & FOU ND ER

Everyone
deserves a great
experience.
Here at Citrus-Lime, the quality of experience that we deliver to our customers
predicts how long the relationship will last. This why a consistently great
experience is vital to future success. Happy customers rarely seek a change.
Do we make mistakes? Sure we do. Not too often, but we’re only human. Our
customers trust us to correct quickly and learn how to avoid this in the future.
Our customers help us to improve.
Happy customers are strong advocates. Their positive experience builds
a seemingly endless set of inspiring, motivational stories. In sharing those
stories, they help us to grow.
The same is true for our colleagues. The same should be true for you too.
Neil McQuillan • CEO & Founder of Citrus-Lime

“I’m dedicated to delivering positive, lasting change for our
customers and my colleagues. It’s incredibly rewarding. The
journey I’m on with Citrus-Lime is hugely motivational.”
J AM E S • BUSI N E SS DE VE LOPMENT D IRECTOR

Then along came
The Internet.
Founded in 1999 in a Lake District town, Citrus-Lime started out as a fairly
typical technology company.
In the early days, we did whatever we could to keep the lights on.
Networks. Servers. Databases. Websites. You name it. We made it work.
However, outside of the office, the Lake District was a great big year-round
playground for us. The local bike shops and nearby outdoor stores were a
destination for us. From summer tents to winter jackets, climbing ropes to
mountain bikes, these shops were driven by people that shared our passion
and delivered the gear we needed to keep going with our adventures.
Then along came The Internet. Not only could we see how the internet was
disrupting traditional retail, we could see how it ultimately threatened to close
the shops we valued most of all.
This gave Citrus-Lime a focus, determined to make sure that could never
happen. We found our purpose. We continue on our mission to this day.

“We have a proven track record in helping members of the
team develop their careers, increase their opportunities and
achieve personal goals. This is a massive motivator for me.”
N E I L • O P E RATI O N S DI RECTOR

We’re rooted in
the independent
retail sector.
Now, after more than 20 years serving independent retailers, the decision to
focus on a common cause has proven to be good for us and our customers.
When our customers win, we win too. Which is why we continue to grow fast
and we’re able to support the demands of growth comfortably.
We’ve revolutionised the way that Independent Cycle Retail operates in the UK,
and continue to help strengthen the resilience of Outdoor and Equestrian too.
Every day we help many small companies to streamline their processes, drive
up revenues, reach more of the market, serve customers better and remain
competitive in a fast-moving and challenging environment.
Our customers remain firmly rooted in Independent Retail ... and so do we.

Serious plans to
have fun growing.
We believe you get what you focus on. Having spent time researching, visiting
new territories and establishing new relationships, we are poised to take Cloud
POS to new heights.
In a relatively short period of time, we have secured a solid base of customers
in Ireland. Cloud POS is now operating in Spain, and the United States shows
signs of becoming a special relationship too.
It’s clear to us that the challenges we help UK customers to overcome are the
same challenges experienced by specialist independents all across the globe.
It can be diffcult to crack open new markets.
Hard work and persistence is required.
But it’s a lot of fun too.

Change is good.
Change is necessary for growth and essential for success.
People want to escape the status quo, and that requires
a motivation for change. They know they need to change
their current state if they are going to make progress and
reach their desired future state.
We develop our Cloud POS software to support this need
for change. Through Cloud POS, we deliver simple tools
and clear strategies for busy retailers to enable change.
We don’t have customers because we sold them software.
We have a large community of Cloud POS users because
we understand their need to evolve. We empower our
customers to drive the positive change they desire.

At Citrus-Lime, Cloud POS means many different things.
Cloud POS is a product. Our End-to-End solution to the challenges of modern
independent retail.
Cloud POS is a tool. Cloud POS is EPOS. Cloud POS is Stock Control. Cloud
POS is Ecommerce, Click & Collect, Payment Services, Courier Integration,
Workshop Management, Supplier Integration, Managed Web Listings, Digital
Marketing and more.
Cloud POS represents growth. It is at the core of everything we do now, and
what we plan to do in the future. It’s how we improve our own lives and the
lives of our customers.
Most importantly of all, Cloud POS delivers change. Cloud POS empowers our
customers to take control of the now, shape a better tomorrow and progress
towards their goals with confidence.

We love Cloud POS.

“Cloud POS is the End-to-End solution for the fast-moving world of
retail. Cloud POS delivers simple tools and clear strategies for busy
retailers to meet the needs of the modern customer confidently.”
E P OS , EC O MME RC E , C LI C K & COLLECT, LOYALT Y, PAYMENT S, REPORTS A ND M OR E

“Shopping starts online, at any time. We help our Cloud POS customers
to meet the demands of modern retail with fully-integrated, stockcontrolled Ecommerce offering Click & Collect and more.”
C LOU D P O S I S FULLY- I N TEG RAT ED W ITH CLICK & COLLECT READY ECOM M ERCE

“Time is a precious commodity in a busy retail store. Customers always
come first and this means that investment of resources and training to
take advantage of the opportunity from online is rarely prioritised.”
C LOU D P O S USE S O UR I N -HOUSE T ECHNOLOGY TO AU TO-ACTIVATE ITEM S ONL INE

“Modern consumers demand an increasingly high level of convenience
when shopping. That means providing multiple ways to pay, varied
options for receiving items and a fast turn-around time. Not easy.”
C LOU D P O S MAKE S TAKI NG PAYMENT S AND S HIPPING GOOD S A Q U ICK , SEA M L ESS TASK

Nine traits to
predict your
success.
Everyone is different and we celebrate that. The world
would be a dreary place if everyone was the exactly same.
But there are common traits that we look closely for in
each and every Citrus-Lime colleague. These traits predict
rapid growth and continued success here at Citrus-Lime.
Trust us ... at different times, in different ways, you’ll need
to lean in to them all. But we don’t expect people to be
perfect. We think Perfect is the enemy of Progress.
Let’s take a look at them now ...

1

Curiosity

2

Critical Thinking

3

Empathy

4

Problem Solving

5

Drive

6

Creativity

7

Deliberate Learning

8

Business Acumen

9

Coachability

“It’s inspiring to be part of a passionate team with a vision
for a better future, and actually getting to see the real world
impact of our hard work. There’s nothing like it.”
CAT E • MARKE TI N G MAN AG ER

Value beyond
the obvious.
Bread. Dough. Loot. Dosh. People often don’t like talking
about money and so go to great lengths to avoid a direct
reference. But, when it comes to work, money is the most
obvious indication of how your contribution is valued.
A good life isn’t cheap. But we do understand that however
good we make it, no-one would turn up for free. So money
isn’t the only way we show you how you are valued.
At Citrus-Lime, along with being a company that rewards
our people well, we have a package of ongoing benefits and
support that let’s you know we care.

Time Away from Work
Health & Wellbeing
Flexible Working
Parental Leave & Support
Support During Challenging Times
Pension Contributions
Support & Leadership
Career Development
An Outstanding Team

It’s good
to spend time
apart.
All employees receive a minimum of 20 days of paid
holiday per year.
We also take a break whenever there’s a Bank Holiday, and
we don’t work during that weird bit between Christmas
and New Year either (but you do still get paid).

Health and
Wellbeing.
At times, the pace of work can really move through the
gears and become demanding.
Which is why staying fit and healthy (both in body and
mind) is important for managing the rigours of work.
So it should be reassuring to know that Citrus-Lime offers
a fantastic private healthcare insurance package, including
Dental, Optical and Mental Health.

“We are a bunch of passionate individuals. Working alongside
a like-minded, supportive and dedicated team makes
Citrus-Lime a great place to work.”
SAM • H UMAN RE SO URC ES MANAG ER

We expect the
unexpected.
Heavyweight Champion, Mike Tyson, once said “everyone has a
plan until they get punched in the face”. Sometimes it’s simply
“Life” that’s got your back against the ropes. At some time or
another, we’ve all been there.
Citrus-Lime will always aim to be sympathetic to the lives of its
employees and seeks to accommodate flexible working requests
wherever possible.
If something unexpected comes up and you need to lean on us for
support, we’ll do our best to make things work for you.

Family matters.
Maternity Leave consists of “ordinary” maternity leave
and “additional” maternity leave. Pregnant employees are
entitled to 26 weeks of ordinary maternity leave plus 26
weeks additional maternity leave too.
Additional maternity leave starts immediately after the end
of ordinary maternity leave. Pregnant employees also have
the right to take paid leave to attend antenatal care too.

“I take pride in helping people solve problems. Citrus-Lime
has always supported my professional growth and continues
to invest in my skills development.”
G R AN T • SALE S TE AM LE A D ER & HEAD OF SU PPLIER PARTNERSHI PS

Security for
your future.
For many, retirement may seem an abstract and distant
thing but, at some point, the work party is over. But the
“Future You” is hoping you’re mindful that they will need
looking after when they can’t work.
Citrus-Lime supports the Government Pension Scheme.
We use People’s Pension. We’ll get you up and running with
it when you come onboard. A little peace of mind for when
you choose to call time on the career.
It’s a generous 8%† overall.
†

4% employee, 3% employer, 1% tax relief.

“I can work closely with all of my colleagues and see the
successes of every team. Every one of us is passionate
about driving the company forward.”
J E N NA • SUP P O RT TE AM LEAD ER

Support and
Leadership.
When it comes to support and leadership, there are five
basic tenets at Citrus-Lime. These principles are central
to our management style, help to keep things simple and
guide the relationship we have with our colleagues.
We know it as “The Worker’s Plea”, and it goes like this :
1.

“Tell me clearly what you expect of me.”

2.

“Give me the opportunity and resources to perform.”

3.

“Let me know how I am getting on.”

4.

“Provide me with guidance, support and training when I need it.”

5.

“Reward me according to the contribution I make to the business.”

“Working for such a fast-paced, progressive company means
there is always something new to learn, new opportunities to
explore and the days are never dull.”
L E WI S • SUC C E SS TE AM LEAD ER

Every 1, 14
and 365.
Career Development is “the process of managing life,
learning and work over time”. This applies to everyone in
different ways and demands that there is at least some
kind of a plan and the feeling that meaningful progress is
being made regularly.
As part of life at Citrus-Lime, you can expect to take part
in a Daily Stand-up [1], a fortnightly One-to-One [14] session
and, of couse, take part in an Annual Review [365].
Learning is a forever endeavour. We invest in training that
is relevant to your role, and we are always open to the
opportunity to fund any additional learning that you think
could build on your experience and strengthen your skills.

Working at Citrus-Lime
I N T H E WO RDS O F TH O SE THAT WORK HERE ...

Grant “I am naturally social and
inquisitive. This lends itself well
to a life in Sales. I take genuine
pride in helping people solve their
problems. Citrus-Lime has always
supported my professional growth
and continues to invest in my skills
development. I am confident in my
ability to excel in a vast array of
different areas relating to my role.”

Cate “Citrus-Lime stands out as an
employer because they’ve invested
so much in my personal development
and supported the growth of my
career. It’s inspiring to be part of a
passionate team with a vision for a
better future, and actually getting to
see the real world impact of our hard
work. There’s nothing like it.”

Lewis “Since joining in 2014, I’ve
been given the opportunity and
support to explore other areas of the
business and progress my career. I’ve
helped grow customer relationships
and performance as the Success
Team Leader. Working for such a
fast-paced, progressive company
means there is always something
new to learn, new opportunities to
explore and the days are never dull.”

Sam “We are a bunch of passionate
individuals, believing in the
product and determined to see it
succeed. Knowing we can make a
real difference to the lives of our
customers is why we love what we
do. Working with a like-minded and
supportive team makes Citrus-Lime
a great place to work.”

Suzy “The best thing about working
for Citrus-Lime, for me, is that every
day challenges me and makes me feel
like I’m improving and progressing
along with my colleagues and the
company itself. The team here are
so talented and passionate that I
feel lucky to come to work and enjoy
myself alongside such a friendly and
hardworking bunch of people.”

Neil W “Driven individuals will always
seek employment where they are
most likely to be rewarded for their
contribution. Often the problem is
finding an employer who offers this in
an industry which is both meaningful
and engaging.
We have a proven track record
in helping members of the team
develop their careers, increase their
opportunities and achieve personal
goals. This is a massive, personal
motivator for me.”

Ben K “The pace of change in retail
is high. There’s a constant need to
provide solutions to the real-world
problems our customers face. I have
the opportunity to directly aid in the
creation of solutions. It’s incredibly
rewarding, and I get to do that
alongside some incredibly talented
and like-minded individuals.
Specifically, with the help of my
colleagues and line managers, I’ve
been able to grow my skills to the
extent that I am now in a much
different (and financially rewarding)
role to that which I started with. I am
often afforded the creative freedom
to explore solutions I believe will
address future challenges too.”

Ben A “I agree that variety is the
spice of life... which is a good thing as
no two days are precisely the same at
Citrus-Lime. The business is forever
evolving along with the people in it.
Everyone, including myself, has an
important part to play.”
Jane K “There’s a genuine desire to
see you get on and improve. Support
comes in a variety of forms and what
benefits you professionally (and
personally) ultimately benefits the
business too, so it’s a win-win all
round.”

Patrick “My job is technically
challenging and rewarding in equal
measure. I’m part of a forwardthinking and ambitious company with
a far-reaching expansion plan.
We have genuine passion to help
our customers change and grow.
Allied to this are desirable working
environments, smart and helpful
colleagues, plus solid potential
for continued career and financial
growth.
All of which combines to present an
opportunity that I believe to be few
and far between.”

A few words for the wise. A straight line is often the quickest route. But it isn’t always the case, and it definitely isn’t
the only way to make progress either. Many of our successful colleagues come from unconventional backgrounds,
and each will have an interesting story to tell. The common factor among them all was a strong desire to bring about
meaningful change for themselves and work on something that challenged them to keep moving forward.
Change is good.

“The world of small business is fast-paced and exciting. The
positive impact a good business can have on the people it
employs and, by extension, the communities in which they
operate, is limitless. I’m excited to see how far we can go.”
N E I L McQ UI LLAN • C EO & FOU ND ER

www.citruslime.com/about

www.citruslime.com/careers

